Making Revisions to Closed Medical Records

Description: Are the changes you’re making to closed medical records even legal? Stay in compliance to save your organization time, money, and energy.

Medical records contain some of the most sensitive and personal information that exists about individuals in modern society, and some closed records may need revision because of new information received or because of the requests of individuals to correct or modify existing information. When is it appropriate to make revisions, how and under what circumstances, and at whose request? This timely topic will enable health information professionals to know how to respond to requests to revise closed records, to know what is required for individual rights under HIPAA, and to know what belongs in any organization's procedures for revising closed medical records. You will also learn about issues pertaining to electronic records and revisions, including the HIPAA Security Rule and recent amendments to HIPAA, regional health information organizations, and other health information communication and storage portals.
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